
Stephanie & Martin 
 

Our names are Martin and Stephanie.
As hopeful parents, we are grateful that
you would consider to allow your baby
into our lives. We would be thrilled and

honored to provide a vibrant, secure and
loving home for your precious child.

The words Thank you cannot begin to
express our gratitude to you. We know
you must be a very loving and unselfish
person to consider adoption in order to
bless a family with the most wonderful

gift, a child. We promise you that, should
you choose us, we will completely

devote ourselves to your child.
 



Rose

Ab
outus 

We live in a safe, lively neighborhood in Brooklyn,
NY, and traded our city apartment for big green parks
and backyards filled with children laughter and birds
chirping all day long, yet we are close enough to all

museums, farmers markets, street fairs and
plays….that Manhattan has to offer.

As entrepreneurs we have the luxury to make our
own schedules.

Martin has opened and run three restaurants and
Stephanie has her own Reiki office. We both deeply

care about our clients and customers and make it our
daily goal to enhance their experience with every

visit.
 



 
Holidays are very important to both sides of the

family, so we make it a tradition to go to
Germany for Christmas to enjoy Stephanie’s side

of the family and hopefully have snow white
celebrations with lots of outdoor fun in the

bavarian mountains,. And for New Years we
always fly all to Argentina, to Buenos Aires to re-

unite with Martin’s big family and celebrate
together into the New Year at a beautiful remote

beach. 
 

No visit is complete with a night of home made
Pizza baking or a friendly round of card games.

The Christmas season we spent in NY city before
we venture to our families abroad. It starts with a
visit to the tree at Rockefeller Center. We always

also have our traditional tree trimming and
decorating evening in our apartment while

listening to classic christmas  carols and we love
to sing a long as loud as we can! 

 

Family & Friends
“SPENDING TIME WITH OUR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS MEANS THE WORLD TO US”.



 
In the spirit of getting the most out of life, we have put an emphasis on family

vacations and  plan to continue that trend going forward. It is the best time to bond
for us while exploring this beautiful world, its nature and wonderful people. There is
so much to learn from different cultures and our hearts always feel full and happy

once back home.
We hike in the austrian mountains when we are in Germany, we travel to many

different countries in Europe even if it is for a short weekend into another city like
Vienna or Zurich or Istanbul, Paris, Rome or Barcelona. 

When we travel to south america we visit Argentina, its beautiful capital Buenos Aires
and oftentimes we drive north to the amazing beaches of the Atlantic ocean.There
we are always with Martin’s large, tight knit, extended family. We spend many ours
together talking, laughing, cooking and playing games. The typical argentinian BBQ

called Parrillada is always a highlight!
 

Vacations



Why we want this precious gift ?
We always dreamed about a big family, which

naturally wasn’t meant to happen, and are therefore
even more excited to share our life with this little

soul of yours.
We have so much love to give, and many more life
experiences, traditions and values to pass along.
The amount of love we have to share, and grow

with seems impossible to convey in writing. We do
hope that you enjoy this brief introduction into our

life.
Thank you with all our hearts for learning about us

and considering us as parents.
 


